Topological data analysis aims to extract topological quantities from data, which tend to focus on the broader global structure of the data rather than local information. The Mapper method, specifically, generalizes clustering methods to identify significant global mathematical structures, which are out of reach of many other approaches. We propose a classifier based on applying the Mapper algorithm to data projected onto a latent space. We obtain the latent space by using PCA or autoencoders. Notably, a classifier based on the Mapper method is immune to any gradient based attack, and improves robustness over traditional CNNs (convolutional neural networks). We report theoretical justification and some numerical experiments that confirm our claims.
I. INTRODUCTION
Deep neural networks [1] , [2] are well known to be not robust with respect to input image perturbations, which are designed by adding to images perturbations that are typically non-perceptible by humans [3] - [5] . In this paper we explore opportunities for combining deep learning techniques with a well known topological data analysis (TDA) algorithm -the Mapper algorithm [6] , which we use to create classifiers with improved robustness. First, the training data is projected onto a latent space. The latent space in the simplest variant is constructed using PCA components, and we also use nonlinear projections by utilizing various autoencoders [1] , [7] - [9] . Then, a discrete graph representation (Mapper) is assigned to the training data projected onto the latent space. Having this trained graph structure built, any input can be binarized, by assigning the binary vector representing the nodes in the graph to which it belongs (see the algorithm on Fig. 1 ). We emphasize that such discretization step makes our algorithm essentially immune to any white-box gradient based adversarial attack. The test data is treated by a special mapping procedure that is essentially performing a weighted k-nearest neighbor search in the preimage of some portion of the latent space in order to compute a vectorized representation of the testing points. We apply the algorithm we have developed, using methods from topological data analysis and more traditional approaches, to the MNIST [10] and FashionMNIST [11] datasets as an application of robust computer vision. * Jacek Cyranka and Alexander Georges contributed equally to this work. Most of this work was done when Jacek Cyranka held a postdoctoral position at CSE Department, UC San Diego under supervision of prof. Sicun Gao. JC has been partially supported by NAWA Polish Returns grant PPN/PPO/2018/1/00029. We stress that the general idea of applying a topological method (Mapper algorithm) on top of some latent space method is that the topology is less sensitive to both the perturbation direction and size in the original data spacei.e. no particular direction in the data space is very likely to fool the topological classifier. Because of this, the topological classifier has some noise invariance built in from the outset. In the case of neural networks, such a direction can be computed using the gradient of the input -and indeed, many such directions typically exist, many of which are exceedingly small perturbations. Further, since our topological based classifier is not differentiable, it makes it difficult to efficiently find the input perturbations that are most likely to fool it.
The main ingredient in this algorithm is our implementation of a topological object, called a Mapper, which captures global information about the data space. Intuitively, these objects allow for some variance in the data while still producing the same desired output [12] . In general, methods in topological data analysis are robust to perturbations in data because the overall global structure remains relatively unchanged, and these methods capture this information. Owing to this property, due to the implemented ensemble approach the bias and variance in our predictive model is reduced. Hence, our algorithm resolves, to an extent, the bias-variance tradeoff. We will note that Mappers have been used to classify error modes for CNNs when applied to MNIST [13] and FashionMNIST [11] data.
The original software to produce Mapper outputs is Python Mapper [14] . The code we have constructed for this analysis is a prototype implementation and is built around an R implementation of the Python Mapper software [15] . Using Mapper as a means to compare shapes has been done before in [6] and [16] . Our approach is different in that we utilize traditional machine learning approaches in conjunction with the Mapper algorithm. The code is available online [17] .
A. What is Mapper?
The Mapper method [6] is a discretized analog of Reeb graphs [18] , [19] , which are tools used in Morse theory [20] . Both Mapper and Reeb graphs provide topological information pertaining to connectivity of the space. More precisely, they describe changes in level sets of the filter f (i.e. set of points in X at the level l is {x ∈ X : f (x) = l}) in a space given a function over this space. Some motivations for using these approaches to understand data consist of: the ability to get a higher-level understanding of the structure of data by determining clustering information (which is based on clusters in X and how various functions behave on X), and the low computation cost of producing these topological networks.
They have been used for a number of different applications, including: the discovery of significant clusters in breast cancer gene expression, the classification of player performance in the NBA, voting behavior in the United States Congress [21] , and to study RNA hairpins to identify dominant folding paths [22] . We denote a specific Mapper output graph as M = M (X, f ) and the space of Mapper outputs by M. Below, we describe the Mapper algorithm and provide specific examples of Mapper output graphs.
B. Mapper Algorithm:
INPUT: * The dataset X train ⊂ R Nin . * The choice of metric for the pairwise distances, * The function f : X → R, referred to as the "lens" or "filter function." 1 * The number of intervals in the open cover of im(f ) ⊂ R is defined as n int , the percent overlap of the intervals is defined as the gain, the number of bins in a histogram consisting of distances at which clusters merge in a single-linkage clustering is defined as n bins . Note: for our purposes, an open cover is defined as a set of open intervals that cover the entire space upon taking their union [23] . We set n bins = n int = 10 and gain = 0.33 (more on this in Sec. III). OUTPUT: * The Mapper output graph M ∈ M (undirected graph encoding the clustering of data and the intersection structure. have distance less than > 0, where is dependent on n bins . LetÑ = α N α . 4) Let {(α, i α )} label theÑ vertices of a simplicial complex. It is useful to think of data points living in these vertices.
5) Connect vertices labeled
In general, N will be a function of both n bins , n int , the function f , and the data. The Mapper procedure gives clustering information based on the original data X train and the information contained in f | Xtrain . In step (3), a local neighborhood scale must be defined or recovered in order to produce a refinement of the open cover V α . This is done by first producing a histogram of the number of components that become connected at varying length scales via singlelinkage clustering (see Fig. 17 in the Appendix available online). If there are distinct clusters in the data, the histogram will have at least two main peaks: one peak corresponding to points that become connected at smaller distance scales, and another corresponding to points that become connected at larger lengths which represent the distance between clusters. The heuristic we use to choose the small distance scale is the value at which the first break in the histogram occurs. This process is repeated for each set U α in the open cover, and a new local neighborhood scale is recovered for each of these sets.
A higher bin value will tend to push down the distance scale that is required in step (3), and hence produce more nodes in the Mapper output graph. Thus, a higher bin value can also be seen to correspond to, on average, an increase in the complexity of the Mapper output graph. In general, there is a bias-variance tradeoff in setting this value. See Fig. 2 in the appendix available online to see how this choice can change the Mapper output. Additionally, we fix the gain for the sets in the open cover U α , to be a 33% overlap. This will cause each data point to be assigned to at most 2 nodes in the Mapper output graph.
Remark I.1. The undirected graph constructed from the set of vertices {(α, i α )}, and having edges whenever the intersection of two data components is nonempty, i.e., V α,iα ∩V α ,i α = ∅, is interpreted as the nerve complex of the dataset X. In particular, when using a one-dimensional filtration the resulting nerve complex is one-dimensional (composed out of nodes and edges only). This construction is generalized to higher dimensions.
II. DESCRIPTION OF OUR TRAINING AND TESTING CLASSIFIER METHOD
We will refer to our algorithm as a Mapper Classifier, or MC for short. In our MC algorithm, using the provided dataset X train , we construct a committee of Mapper graphs, meaning a pair of sequences of Mapper output graphs and the corresponding filtration functions used to generate them:
where f j : X → R are the filter functions and N C is the number of members chosen to be included in the committee. We emphasize that building a committee of Mapper graphs requires in the first place, some systematic way of generating filter functions. For our analysis, we choose the overall filter f (projection onto a latent space) to be either: 1) PCA [24] , where each f j is a mapping onto the j-th principal component which is constructed using X train . 2) An autoencoder, which we use several variants of, including: contractive [7] , deep [8] , and variational [9] . f j 's were constructed using an autoencoder as a mapping onto the latent space generated by hidden nodes of the autoencoder, where f j is the projection onto the j-th hidden node of the autoencoder. The autoencoders are first trained using X train . We define a map that takes data points in X train to the vector representation of the Mapper nodes in a single Mapper output graph M by:
where N M is the number of nodes of Mapper M . The map g M has a natural definition for all the data in X train , as it sends points to a vectorized binary representation:
, such that they are in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd vertices of M respectively. Then,
The map g M has a natural extension to the Mappers committee C:
where M j represents the j-th Mapper output graph in the committee, which consists of N C total Mappers, and N Mj corresponds to the number of nodes in M j . This procedure can be seen as joining the vector representations for all the individual Mappers in the committee into a long vector.
The procedure that has been presented for mapping data points in X train to the vectorized binary representation applies to the training data only, and for datapoints in X test we need to utilize an alternate procedure, that we present in Sec. II-B.
A. Training Procedure
INPUT: * The internal parameters of the Mapper algorithm (see Sec. I-B). * The number of components (N C > 0) used to build the committee of Mapper graphs. We set N C = 20 (more on this in Sec. III). * The choice in the latent space projection method (either PCA or an autoencoder). * A split for the training dataset:
* Labels Y train for the training set.
OUTPUT: * Classifier for the training set X train with labels Y train . begin 1) Build the committee of Mapper graphs for each data-split
Note that each projection f i is trained independently on each of the X i train . 2) Using the map g Ci (see Equation (3)) applied to each of the C i committees, compute the binary matrix representations of the subsets denoted by i:
of Mapper graphs, compute the 'off-diagonal' binary matrix representations, i.e., for all i = 1, . . . , n compute g Ci (X j train ) ∈ R Nj × k NM k for all j = i, using the mapping procedure presented in Sec. II-B. 4) Train an end classifier (in our case we use a neural network), using the merged data from the previous step.
The merged data is represented as a matrix which can be seen as a map g(X train ) ∈ {0, 1} Ntot×NM tot , where N tot is the total number of instances in X train , and N Mtot is the total number of nodes over the entire collection of committees, i.e., N Mtot = i j N Mj where i runs over all data splits and j denotes specific Mappers in a split. In block form: 
B. Mapping Unseen Points to the Committee
We describe how we construct the g Ci map, a generalization of the g Ci map (3) to test datasets (analogously define g M map). g Ci is used in order to map test data points to an existing committee of Mapper graphs that is constructed using the i-th split of data.
The data-points that are being tested through the committee of Mapper graphs can be any set in principle. In the algorithm below, we will denote this set as X new , and assume that it is provided as input to our testing algorithm. Examples are X new = X i train and X new = X test (or some perturbations of data in X test as used for robustness testing). We describe in more detail the splitting procedure and its utility in Appendix A available online. IN: * The same input information from the training procedure in Sec. II-A, * k ≥ 1, the number of nearest neighbors considered in the algorithm. We set k = 6 (more on this in Sec. III), * the testing data X new . OUT: * Vector committee representation of the new points
The δ parameter consequently enhances the robustness as it broadens the search space (defined in step 3). The α denotes the interval in the cover for R (see Sec. I-B), i denotes the split, and j denotes the filter (i.e j = 1 for PCA would mean the first principal component). 2) For these α, collect the corresponding refined vertices V ij α,lα . These are the clusters in the i-th data split X i train that are mapped to U ij α by f j and are indexed by l α . 3) For all x ∈ X new and for all splits indexed by i perform the k-nearest neighbors search within the Mapper vertices found in the previous step { V ij α,lα } to find nn i 1 (x), . . . , nn i k (x) ∈ X train , where the distance function is chosen to be consistent with the choice of metric used to compute the Mapper committee (Euclidean). 4) For all x ∈ X new and for all splits X i train define:
, where the weights are defined by
where η = 10 −5 . end η is a stability parameter and does not have a large impact on the results so we opt for setting it to this small value. We use this procedure for any new data point not yet assigned to the i-th committee, including both X train \ X i and X test . This process is precisely the g map mentioned in Sec. II-A, and we use it to fill in the missing values of g(X train ) and to construct in its entirety g(X test ).
The computational complexity of the training and testing portions of solely the Mapper procedure are O(n 2 ), where n is the number of data points. There are additional computational costs incurred before (i.e. when constructing f ) and after this procedure (i.e. when training the end classifier -see Fig. 1 ).
III. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
In order to quantify the overall robustness of studied classifiers we perform several black box random noise attacks. We do not perform white box attacks, as it is not clear for us how to efficiently perform such attack on our classifier. As noted earlier any gradient based attack is essentially not applicable due to the graph discretization step. Perturbations where blur can be replaced with s&p or gauss, which is in turn used in the definition of the normalized accuracy a(x) (4).
The main numerical results we report are this accuracy with respect to different noise models for various classifiers, and all are applied to the usual 10k test MNIST/Fashion-MNIST data. The noise models we use include: Gaussian blur, random noise selected from a Gaussian, and salt & pepper noise. The Gaussian blur model performs a convolution with a 2dimensional Gaussian centered at each pixel in the image. The λ parameter we use for robustness calculations is related to the Gaussian standard deviation by: σ = 28λ. The salt & pepper or s&p model replaces random pixel values with the minimum (i.e. "pepper") or maximum (i.e. "salt") in the image. Setting q 1 as the probability of flipping a pixel, and q 2 as the ratio of salt to pepper, we use: q 1 = λ and q 2 = 1 2 . The Gaussian model adds in noise to each pixel which is sampled from a Gaussian distribution. The distribution we use is centered at zero and has σ = 0.1 √ . Additionally, we train on both a 10k subset (examples chosen by random) in the data and the full 60k set. We do not normalize data using std. dev. and mean. For testing, we use the usual 10k MNIST/Fashion-MNIST test set. We compute the normalized accuracy for the dataset X test and perturbation method (blur/gauss/s&p) as:
where blur can be replaced with gauss or s&p, missclassified Xtest,blur ((0, x] ) is the number of misclassified perturbations within l 2 perturbation norm range (0, x]. This equation has the benefit that it removes, to an extent, potential dependencies of robustness on the data itself (i.e., we would like robustness to be more a property of the classifier rather than how the classifier interacts with the specific dataset).
There are a few hyperparameters we use, which we will briefly mention here. We set N C , the number of Mappers in a committee to 20, because for various classifiers, the initial classification accuracy levels off around this number. By initial classification accuracy, we mean the number of initially correctly classified instances with no noise added. To finetune the hyperparameters we used some heuristics we derived by experimenting using a single 10k datasplit. For example we set the number of bins and intervals n int = n bin = 10 heuristically, through a combination of what provides a high initial classification accuracy while still uncovering interesting topology as seen by the Mapper output graph (see Fig. 2 and Tab. II in the appendix available online). The δ parameter is set to 0.2 (see Sec. II-B) as this appears to provide the best robustness. Lastly, we set k = 6 when mapping new points to the committee as this provided the best overall robustness for our Mapper classifier (see Sec. II-B).
We compare our approach based on the Mapper method to the robustness results of a CNN (the standard architecture LeNet [25] was used for MNIST, and a 5 layer CNN with batch normalization achieving accuracy close to state of the art listed at [26] for Fashion-MNIST). The Mapper based methods only differ in their initial projections. For 10k training of MNIST/Fashion-MNIST, we investigate Mapper approaches based on: PCA, contractive autoencoder ("CAE") 784-sigmoid-20-linear-784. For the CAE we include a contractive loss term with a multiplying factor of 10 −4 . Deep autoencoder ("DAE"): 784-ReLU-1000-ReLU-500-ReLU-250linear-20 encoder and symmetric decoder; variational autoencoder ("VAE"): 784-ReLU-512-linear-20 encoder and symmetric decoder with sigmoid output. For the VAE, we insert a β term multiplying the KL divergence in the loss [27] , and in our case, β = 0 provides the most robust results. All these methods can be thought of as projection models to 20dimensional space (i.e. N C = 20), and for an example of the VAE projection in a 2-dimensional subspace, see Fig. 9 in the appendix available online. For 60k training of MNIST, we investigate Mapper approaches based on just PCA and VAE since they appear to be the best performing on average. For 60k training of Fashion-MNIST we investigate Mapper approach based on just PCA, which appear to be best performer. In this case we study just PCA due to the computational limitation of our prototype implementation. We will investigate other also other approaches and ways of improving efficiency as a future study. We present the structure of the end classifier that we use in our MC method in Appendix B available online.
For the initial accuracies of our methods and the traditional CNN approach, see Tab. I; for the overall robustness calculations, see Figs. 5 through 8.
A. Examples of Image Data as a Function of Noise Parameter
In Fig. 3 we present some representative examples of perturbation of images from MNIST dataset. On Fig. 4 we present some examples of perturbation of images from Fashion-MNIST dataset. More detailed examples can be found in the appendix to extended version of this paper. Fig. 3 : Some examples of a digit 7 from MNIST database perturbed using the noise models. 4)) with respect to l 2norm for 60k MNIST. The PCA based Mapper approach far outperforms the CNN approach for all the noise models. For 60k MNIST, we choose to investigate just two Mapper based methods: PCA and VAE which seem to perform the best on average.
B. Numerical Experiments Discussion
We present some conclusions from the performed numerical experiments. Our MC method is in general more robust than the CNN, however MC achieves slightly less initial accuracy. We verify this claim by applying our method to two diverse datasets, MNIST -hand written digits and Fashion-MNIST 4)) with respect to l 2 -norm for 10k Fashion. The PCA based Mapper approach far outperforms the CNN approach for all the noise models. We choose to investigate PCA, CAE and VAE based Mapper methods. Fig. 8 : The normalized accuracy (Eq. (4)) with respect to l 2norm for 60k Fashion. The PCA based Mapper approach far outperforms the CNN approach for all the noise models. We choose to investigate just two Mapper based methods: PCA and VAE which seem to perform the best on average.
-small shapes of piece of clothing. We believe that a more extensive hyperparameter optimization of our algorithm would result in a higher initial accuracy. Rather surprisingly, the nonlinear latent space generation using autoencoders performs, on average, worse than the linear PCA method. This is interesting especially because one of the applications of CAE [7] and VAE [9] methods is for adversarial defense by projecting perturbed data onto a small neighborhood in the latent space. Using an autoencoder resulted in better robustness when compared to PCA only in the case of Gaussian blur for 10k training (more visible in the case of Fashion-MNIST), but this difference is not large. When we extend the analysis to 60k, we see PCA being the clear winner. While we currently do not have a precise answer as to why PCA does so well overall, we expect that the nonlinear methods may be overfitting to the mathematical structure and hence the overall robustness is negatively affected when using them. For 60k training some results are missing (all encoders except VAE for MNIST and all encoders for Fashion-MNIST) due to the time constraints and limitations of our prototype implementation.
Although our MC method performs particularly well for all noise models, it far outperforms the CNN for the case of Gaussian blur noise (MNIST), and Gaussian noise (Fashion-MNIST). It remains unclear Why MC outperforms CNN by a large margin in the particular case of the Gaussian blur (a local noise) for MNIST and the Gaussian noise (a global noise) for Fashion-MNIST. And we find this an interesting research problem and will investigate the case for other datasets.
Also, we do not go beyond l 2 perturbation norm around 5 as this range is a more typical "adversarial" range. Flat regions that appear in Figs. 5 through 8 turn out to be an artifact of our sampling procedure, where we sample noise perturbations scaled uniformly by a "lambda" parameter (see the description in App. A). This procedure is not equivalent to sampling among l 2 -norm perturbations (again, see App. A).
IV. MATHEMATICAL INTUITION ABOUT THE ROBUSTNESS
We present a Proposition that formalizes the intuition that our method should be robust with respect to small perturbations of input images. Intuitively, the presented proposition (a) β = 0 (b) β = 1 Fig. 9 : Latent space representations of two nodes in the compressed layer of the VAE (i.e. a 2-dimensional subspace of the projection to 20-dimensions). We use a β-term that multiplies the KL divergence. β = 0 yields the best overall robustness.
states that for any training point x ∈ X train it holds that a slight perturbation of the point within range ε will also satisfy g M (x) − g M (x ) l 1 ∼ ε (dependence is linear with a small constant). This in turn implies that small changes in inputs will transfer onto slight changes in the g M map output. Eventually, the g M map outputs are fed into a neural-network based classifier, hence, the eventual robustness is dependent on the precise properties of the employed classifier and how it interacts with the g map. We denote the k nearest neighbors of x by nn 1 (x ), nn 2 (x ), . . . , nn k (x ). d(·, ·) is the l 2 distance. Let h k (x ) = k l=1 d(nn l (x ), x ) −1 . To simplify the notation, we denote below X = X train . Let x ∈ X be perturbed to x ∈ X such that x − x 2 ≤ ε for some small ε E x∈X h k−1 (x). Let g M (x ) be computed using the algorithm described in Sec. II-B. If for all intervals U α f (x), |f (x ) − mid(U α )| < max(Uα)−min(Uα) 2 (1 + δ), then
Proof: First, the condition |f (x ) − mid(U α )| < max(Uα)−min(Uα) 2 (1 + δ) guarantees that the perturbed point x is mapped by the filter f into the same intervals in the open cover as the original point x (see the corresponding description in the algorithm).
Observe that the assumption guarantees that the nearest neighbor is x. That is, nn 1 (x ) = x, and hence w 1 = In the last inequality above we used the bound g M (nn l−1 (x)) l 1 ≤ 2, as g M (nn l−1 (x)) have either one or two nonzero entries equal to 1 (x is in one or two nodes of the mapper M ). Finally, taking the expectation we have that
and obviously as ε → 0, then E x∈X |g M (x ) − g M (x)| l1 → 0.
We computed in practice an estimate for the constant C(k, E x∈X h k−1 (x)) appearing in Prop. IV.1, taking k = 6 (the value used in practice), the empirical expectation of the pairwise distance between points is equal E x∈X h k−1 (x) ≈ 0.5, we obtain that C(k, E x∈X h k−1 (x)) ≈ 1.5.
V. CONCLUSION
We have developed an algorithm which performs classification that is both robust and also highly accurate, resolving, to an extent, the bias-variance trade-off present in many machine learning methods. Although we apply our MC to the task of improving robustness of image classifiers, we expect the algorithm to lend itself well to many other classification tasks in general.
There are various avenues for future work pertaining to this research. One such avenue is to perform a more extensive hyperparameter search. Many of these were set heuristically, or scanned over slightly, but with little scientific approach on converging to optimal values. This is partly due to time considerations in our algorithm -in order to accomplish this search, we will need to construct our software to be more scalable. Another avenue will be to understand why PCA does so well versus the nonlinear projections in our MC. We expect that the MC is less prone to overfitting when using PCA, but this should be verified. A related path to explore is to determine how the MC methods interact with specific noise models. MC vs CNN behavior should be investigated also for other datasets, especially those composed out of color images and other types of data.
